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February 2019 Newsletter 

A Modern Stockbroker with 
Traditional Values 

 

Themes from February Forthcoming UK Events 

 
Royal Bank of Scotland signalled a return to 
financial health it will pay a 7.5p special dividend 
alongside a final dividend of 3.5p. The bank 
reported a 2018 attributable profit of £1.62bn 
beating consensus forecasts of £1.42bn. 
 
Marks & Spencer is to raise up to £600m via a 
rights issue to fund its joint venture with Ocado. 
The board announced they will reduce the 2019 
dividend by 40%. 
 
Ocado will receive up to £750m from Marks & 
Spencer for the creation of a 50/50 joint venture 
that will transform Marks’ delivery capabilities.  
 
Rio Tinto will pay $4bn in special dividends out of 
a total return of $13.5bn for 2018. Rio said net 
earnings hit $13.64bn up 56% helping free cash 
flow to hit $7bn. The board said its Oyu Tolgoi 
copper mine in Mongolia had made progress over 
2018. 
 
BAT reported 2018 revenues of £24.5bn and EPS 
of 264p with net debt of £43.4bn down 2.7%. The 
dividend was hiked to 203p up 4%. 
 
Hammerson intends £1bn of asset sales and is 
currently in talks over £900m of its portfolio. The 
board reported its gearing rose to 63% from 58% 
after reporting a 5.9% drop in its portfolio value to 
£9.94bn.  
 
CMC Markets reported revenues fell were likely to 
fall up to 35% due to weaker retail client activity 
post the adoption of ESMA rules on 1st August 
2018. 
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Performance of World Markets (28/2/2019) 

North America Value Change +/-(1M)% +/-(1YR)% 

DOW JONES (Close)       25,916.00             916.33     3.70      24.50 

S&P 500 (Close) 2,784.49    80.39    3.01      17.80 

NASDAQ (Close) 7,532.53            250.79   3.40    29.30 

     

Europe/UK Value Change +/-(1M)% +/-(1YR)% 

UK 100 INDEX (Close) 7,074.73     105.88    1.50       -2.60 

CAC 40 INDEX (Close) 5,276.01              283.29    5.70        8.60 

EUROSTOXX 50 (Close) 3,298.26               149.05               4.70      -0.60 

     

Asia/Far East Value Change +/-(1M)% +/-(1YR)% 

SHANGHAI COMPOSITE (Close) 3,669.37              467.74      14.60       13.20 

NIKKEI-225 (Close)        21,385.16               611.67       2.90        11.90 

HANG SENG (Close)        28,633.18               690.71                 2.50        20.60 

     

	

 United Kingdom China/Japan 
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UK	capital	markets	ended	February	with	 investors	
confident	 of	 a	 soft	 Brexit	 outcome.	 This	 was	
apparent	 from	 a	 stronger	 sterling	 that	 held	 its	
gains	 and	 falling	 gilt	 yields.	 Blue	 chips	 were	 up	
despite	sterling.	Mid-caps	were	very	strong.	
	
Despite	 the	 proximity	 to	 the	 assumed	 Brexit	 on	
29th	March	we	noted	only	one	company,	Babcock	
reporting	 a	 one	 off	 £10m	 cost	 relating	 to	 Brexit	
with	an	annual	£10m	expense.	Are	UK	companies	
underestimating	the	Brexit’s	impact	or	waiting?		
	
Some	investors	are	not	waiting.	Mitsubishi	UFJ	sold	
its	 5.9%	 stake	 in	 pension	 provider	 Standard	 Life	
Aberdeen	 at	 c.232p	 per	 share.	 This	 transaction	
may	 prove	 to	 be	 the	 trough	 in	 Standard	 Life.	 A	
week	 later,	 Saputo	 Inc	 announced	 the	 agreed	
takeover	 of	 Dairy	 Crest	 for	 £975m	 or	 620p	 per	
share	in	cash.	
	
But	the	news	at	Westminster,	the	arrival	of	a	new	
party	 of	 independent	 MPs	 has	 focused	 minds.	
Neither	party	wants	an	exodus	of	members	to	the	
new	 centre	 party.	 The	 Conservative	 government	
can	least	afford	it.	

The	Japanese	Yen	has	been	the	main	beneficiary	of	
the	 “more	 patient”	 US	 Federal	 Reserve	 with	 a	
steadily	rising	trend	over	February	2019.	

	
Source:	www.xe.com	
Tokyo	is	up	despite	the	Yen,	on	talk	of	a	GDP	boost	
in	the	run	up	to	the	2020	Tokyo	Olympics.	
	

	
Source:	www.google.com	

Europe United States 

For	the	EU,	2019	has	started	on	the	back	foot	with	
the	Eurozone	limping	out	2018	with	a	0.2%	growth	
rate.	 Germany	 avoided	 a	 technical	 recession	with	
0%	 GDP	 growth	 after	 a	 0.2%	 decline	 in	 Q3.	
However	 France	 grew	at	 0.3%	and	 Spain	 at	 0.7%,	
the	fastest	growth	in	the	EU.	
	
The	 Euro	 has	 remained	 steady	 over	 2019	 in	 a	
narrow	range	of	$1.13-$1.15.	
	
Will	 Brexit	 hurt	 or	 help	 the	 EU?	 So	 far	 the	 main	
impact	 has	 been	 the	 rapid	 decline	 in	 EU	workers	
arriving	 in	 the	UK,	 increasing	 the	 EU	 labour	 pool.	
Looking	 further	 on	 the	 EU	 will	 lose	 a	 net	 budget	
contributor	 and	 budget	 disciplinarian	 it	 could	
increase	 potential	 Brexit	 political	 contagion.	
However	 it	Brexit	makes	 the	EU	 far	easier	 to	 run,	
without	 the	 UK’s	 constant	 objections	 and	
exceptions	 undermining	 the	 club’s	 rules.	 Longer	
term	 it	 will	 benefit	 EU	 financial	 centres,	 and	
increase	foreign	direct	investment	previously	going	
to	the	UK.	

US	 President	 Donald	 Trump	 has	 been	 pressuring	
his	 negotiating	 team	 to	 get	 to	 a	 deal	 with	 China	
quickly.	 This	 appears	 to	 be	 contrary	 to	 the	
approach	 taken	 by	 the	 US	 Trade	 Representative	
Robert	 Lighthizer	 who	 wants	 China	 to	 tackle	 the	
contentious	 issues	 of	 IP	 and	 software/	 IT	 theft.	
China	 has	 responded	 by	 offering	 to	 buy	more	US	
soyabeans.		
	
US	 investors	are	expecting	the	Sino-US	trade	talks	
to	 conclude	 soon.	 However	 the	 trade	 war	 issue	
could	return	with	a	new	US	effort	against	the	EU.		
	
The	move	by	Kraft-Heinz	to	write	down	some	of	its	
best	 known	 brands	 by	 US$15.4bn	 scattered	
investors,	 with	 the	 shares	 falling	 28%.	 The	 board	
said	 they	 had	 to	 recognize	 consumer	 loyalty	 and	
shopping	habits	had	 changed.	Kraft	 also	disclosed	
an	 SEC	 investigation.	 Majority	 shareholder	
Berkshire	 Hathaway	 fell	 sharply	 in	 response,	with	
Warren	 Buffet	 saying	 he	 agreed	 with	 Kraft’s	
decision.	Kraft-Heinz	is	a	rare	loss	for	Buffett.	
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Important Information 

Key to Material Interests: 

Please be aware that the following disclosures of Material Interests are relevant to this research note: 

Royal Bank of Scotland  Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

Marks & Spencer         Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

Ocado          Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

Rio Tinto    Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

Hammerson           Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

BAT       Relevant disclosures:   <1,2> 

CMC Markets         Relevant disclosures:   <1,2> 

Standard Life Aberdeen                   Relevant disclosures:   <2> 

Dairy Crest   Relevant disclosures:   <NA> 

Kraft Heinz   Relevant disclosures:   <NA> 

 

1. The analyst has a personal holding in the securities issued by the company or of derivatives linked to the price of 
the company’s securities. 

2. Collins Sarri Statham Investments Ltd has clients who hold either shares or CFD positions in this security. 

 

ANALYST CERTIFICATION:  

The report’s author certifies that this research report accurately states his personal views about the subject securities, 
which is reflected in the ratings as well as the substance of the reports.  

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

Collins Sarri Statham Investments Ltd (CSS) does not in any of its publications take into account any particular 
recipient's investment objectives, financial situation, and specific needs and demands. Therefore, all CSS publications 
are, unless otherwise specifically stated, intended for informational and/or marketing purposes only.CSS shall not be 
responsible for any loss arising from any investment based on a perceived recommendation. 

No publication (including recommendations) shall be construed as a representation or warranty that the recipient will 
profit, nor avoid sustaining losses, from trading in accordance with a trading strategy set forth in a publication. 

This research is non-independent and is classified as a Marketing Communication under FCA rules detailed in their 
Conduct of Business Rulebook (COBS). As such it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements 
designed to promote independence of investment research and it is not subject to the prohibition of dealing ahead of 
the dissemination of investment research outlined in COBS 12.2.18. 

RISK WARNING: 

Trading in the products and services offered by Collins Sarri Statham Investments Ltd (CSS) may, result in losses as 
well as profits as the value of investments may go down as well as up. You may not get back the full amount you have 
invested. Any reference to past performance should not be viewed as an indication of any future performance. 

	
In	 the	 short	 term	 Brexit	 uncertainty	 will	 impact	
Ireland,	 France	 and	 the	 Netherlands	 the	 most	 in	
our	 view.	 The	 Dutch	 have	 reported	 significant	
corporate	migration	from	the	UK.	

	
The	 Kraft	 move	 is	 relevant	 for	 other	 food/	
consumer	products	companies.	They	may	well	face	
pressure	 to	 be	 review	 their	 brand	 values/	
intangible	assets.	
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Investments held in overseas markets are subject to the effects of changes in exchange rates which will impact on the 
value of the underlying investment.. Leveraged products such as Contracts for Difference (CFDs), derivatives, 
commodities & Foreign Exchange (FX), carry a higher risk to your capital. They can lose their value rapidly and you may 
lose substantially more than your initial investment.  

SPECULATIVE TRADING IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS.  
The information contained herein is based on materials and sources that we believe to be reliable however we make 
no representation or warranty, either express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information contained herein. Please note that the figures shown may, in some instances, be rounded to the nearest 
penny. Prices can move sharply from those quoted in this document. Current prices can be verified by calling one of 
our brokers. CSS is under no obligation to update the information contained herein. Neither CSS, nor its affiliates, nor 
its employees shall have any liability whatsoever for any indirect or consequential loss or damage arising from the use 
of this document.	


